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ABOUT GREEN FACTORY
•

System featured at the Eco Build and Grand Designs Live exhibitions.

•

Developed over five years by live field testing and intensive R&D.

•

System does not constrain design.

•

Green Factory has developed a Pattern Book facilitating a choice of design from 1 bed
flats to 6 bed plus mansions.

•

There are no constraints on appearance or material finishes.

•

System is based around a core module with additional options which customers can
elect to have.

•

On site time to completion 4-6 weeks.

•

Works in cold and hot climates.

•

Distribution and installation strategy is on a dispersed network promoting local skills.

System Basics
•

Timber Framing System utilising bamboo LVL framing sustainable sources.

•

Light weight pre-made panels with integrated doors and windows.

•

Code 6 system first foundation system.

•

PassivHaus standards capable of achieving Code 6 CSH.

Occupier Benefits
•

Pattern book approach provides customer choice and therefore input on the product.

•

Range of designs from 1 bed flats to 6 bed + mansions.

•

Economy range and luxury range.

•

Any cladding or facing material.

•

Flat or pitched roofs.

•

Client choice in finishes and specifications for kitchens and bathrooms.

•

Only electricity required.

•

Choice of optional extras depending on customer requirements or ambition.

Developer Benefits
•

Adaptable to most housing layouts.

•

Adaptable to any site.

•

Choice of pre designed systems from pattern book means of plan sales.

•

Foundations installed in 2 days.

•

House complete is 4-5 weeks.

•

Factory manufacture maintains quality and performance.

•

Construction skill training and monitoring.

•

Building Regulations Compliant provided by GF and Northamptonshire BC.

•

Pioneer Insurance Compliant.

•

Certification testing, monitoring after care.

Sustainability Features
•

Choice of kitchens including Eco Kitchens

•

Water saving strategies.

•

Base offer with a series of additional value add items, from the Green factory range of
accessories and options.

•

Fabric embedded monitoring.

•

PV arrays from Sharp UK.

•

Vertical Axis Silent Wind Turbines 500w base module.

•

Eco Water and Phase Change Material heat storage strategies.

MARKET POSITION
The overall market position of Green Factory is cutting edge eco-design &
build - a UK Eco-version of the Huff House building company, but capable
of achieving volume build.
There are few architects that have the necessary
skills to design to high performance sustainability
standards and most building companies are
struggling even to reach Code Level 4 (44% improvements in CO2 emissions).
Green Factory will achieve both these now.
Green Factory will only facilitate buildings to meeting the highest standards of
energy efficiency which at present is the German Passivhaus standard. Coupled
with the use of heavy weight materials, Green
Factory distinguishes itself from the competition
and has its own unique character.
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THE PRODUCT
During the last five years, the team at Green Factory Ltd has been developing a building system based on
a post and beam engineered timber framing system with pre-manufactured insulated panels. Engineered
timber offers very high strength, allows the structure to support high weight materials - an important
factor in building houses that have high levels of internal thermal mass that contribute towards
optimising internal humidity and temperature e.g. making the building resilient to overheating in hot
periods.

The frame is developed to optimise build sequence and to pass H&S assessments.
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The first prototype design.

A new foundation system was also developed.
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The first live site overtook other conventional building programmes in the surrounding area where both
brick/block and timber frame construction was being undertaken.
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THE PRODUCT

The project was the first development to attain CSH level 6 (zero carbon) outside a research establishment
and was completed on time and within budget.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Construction

The system has been developed with the following construction design considerations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Off-site manufacture in order to reduce site waste to a minimum and decrease on-site build
time.
Rapid erection speed in order to reduce costs/off-set additional costs of added insulation etc.
Roof complete on day 1. Estimated whole house completion 4-6 weeks (site).
Ease of attaining high levels of air tightness will low chance of damage to vapour barrier.
Flexible modular design system for multiple applications, uses and climates.
Ease of training construction workers in erection with minimal H&S risks.
Designed to achieve the highest levels of energy efficiency (PassivHaus).
Designed to support heavy-weight materials for developing internal thermal mass.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
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Ongoing R&D with field testing has promoted significant developments:
•

Removal of internal columns to enable unrestricted internal wall layout designs. The
design now has engineering approval for up to 6m spans.

•

Double/triple column and beam posts made from LVL to reduce amount of timber
without loosing any strength.

•

Replacement of rebate cut-outs for joist hanging with plant-on timber section to cross
beams. This reduces the costs of machining and timber wastage.

•

Bolted "moment" jointing.

•

PCM containing clay boards to lower embodied energy and overcome H&S issues.

•

Vapour barrier/air-tight membrane on internal walls for improved air-tightness.

•

Cantilever sections to increase floor area, ideal in dense urban applications

•

Use of bamboo as the base material for the LVL.

EXHIBITION HOUSE

The "Mark 3" prototype frame on centre stage at both Ecobuild (Earls Court) and Grand Designs live
(Excel). Over 6,000 visitors inspected the building to wide acclaim from
developers, builders, members of the general public and even
politicians.

BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Graph 1: Future Heating Energy Costs

Green Factory has undertaken some thermal modelling investigations based on a typical
3 bedroom house and compared building to PassivHaus standards to existing and improved standards.
Over a typical mortgage period, significant savings will be made especially if incorporated with renewable
energy systems. Graph 1 above compares energy costs over a 20 year period with houses built connected
to renewable energy systems for heating and Graph 2 below compares PassivHaus with renewables to
conventional houses without.

Graph 2: Future Heating Energy Costs
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Northampton Retrofit

COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES
Green Factory is also able to offer the following additional consultancy services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability Master Planning
PHPP Assessments & Design
Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) Assessments
Door Blower/Air tightness Testing
CO2 Embodied Energy Calculations
Renewable Energy Strategy and Design
Sustainable Construction Training
Interior Design
Landscape Design
Damp Surveys and Moisture Assessment & Testing
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OFFICE POD DEVELOPMENT

In addition to producing zero carbon houses, the framing system has been modified to produce energy
efficient office pods aimed at people wanting additional space at home in their gardens. An off-grid
energy management system to power these buildings has been developed to further enhance the
desirability of this building type.
These buildings can perform as additional accommodation, garden offices, gyms or playrooms. They have
the same thermal performance as the houses and will not overheat under hot conditions because of the
thermal mass within the building fabric.
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An entire range of office pod designs have been created together with larger office complexes which can
be built in modular format.
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Green Factory is undertaking R&D in the field of thermal energy storage for solar thermal systems and
internal building temperature management. The main focus of the R&D will be the use of Phase Change
Materials (PCMs) both within the building fabric and in thermal stores. Changing phase involves
significantly large energy resulting in thermal buffering and storage.
PCM can be incorporated into the building fabric either through mixing with the base material or through
inserting pcm tanks within voids. These strategies are used to maintain internal thermal temperature and
absorb excess heat. In this way the building can be kept either warm in cold conditions or cool in hot
conditions.

When used for store solar energy pcm can be used to store heat for later use. Green Factory is designing a
solar central heating system using pcm in underground tanks. Green Factory is also developing its own
solar storage tank for use in hot water systems, also using pcm.
This technology will serve to develop and improve the energy efficiency of Green Factory’s buildings.

THE GREEN FACTORY DELIVERY STRUCTURE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centralised factory for the manufacture of basic components.
Dispersed network of trained and accredited installers of Green Factory system.
Testing and Certification of performance by Green Factory and accredited testers.
Support with Planning Statements and energy performance to explain the system
benefits and wider “eco-benefits”.
Virtual sales programme developed to allow customer interactive participation.
Factory visits to see options and house under construction.
National agreements for foundations and geo-technical designs and installations.

Contact: Roger Walker – 07787157296
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